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A study of the product of momentum-weighted jet charges in e÷e - ~ 2 jets as well as a detailed investigation of the 
charge compensation mechanism in rapidity space yield clear evidence for the presence of short range and long range charge 
correlations. The long range correlations show that the leading particles in one jet "know" about the charge of the leading 
particles in the opposite jet. If the jets are produced from initial parton pairs this observation implies that these partons are 
charged. 

The discovery of  two-jet events in the process e+e - 
hadrons has been generally taken as evidence for an 

underlying q?:l pair creation process [1 ]. This interpre- 
tation is further supported by the agreement of  the 
observed angular distribution of the jet axis with the 
distribution expected for massless spin 1/2 particles 
[1,2]. However, another expected consequence of  an 
underlying q~l pair production mechanism - the exis- 
tence of  a long range quantum number correlation 
between the quark fragmentation regions of  the two 
jets - has never been demonstrated. In this paper we 
report the first observation of such a correlation be- 
tween the charges of  leading particles in the two jets. 

We shall first establish the effect by comparing the 
product of  momentum-weighted jet charges to that 
expected for a random charge distribution in each jet. 
Thereafter we will study charge correlations in more 
detail as a function of the rapidity y along the jet axis. 

The experimental data used in this analysis were 
collected with the TASSO detector at the PETRA 
e+e - storage ring at DESY. All hadronic annihilation 
events with c.m. energies between 27.4 and 36.7 GeV 
were considered, the average energy being 33.1 GeV. 
The detector, trigger conditions and event selection 
have been described previously [3]. For the analysis 
charged particles were accepted within the range of 
polar angles Icos 0l ~< 0.87 and with momenta trans- 
verse to the beam direction Pt ~> 0.l GeV/c. The mo- 
mentum resolution is Op/p = 0.02 p for momenta 
above 1 GeV/c. The inefficiency for track reconstruc- 
tion is 3%. Background tracks caused by secondary 
interactions in the material in front of  the tracking 
chamber were removed by applying a cut in distance 
of  closest approach to the interaction point. We sum- 
marize briefly the essential selection criteria for had- 
ronic annihilation events. 

To discriminate against 27 exchange reactions the 
total energy carried by charged particles was required 
to be larger than 0.27 times the center of  mass energy. 

After removal of  tracks that originate from 3' con- 

version in the beam pipe only events with a charged 
multiplicity/>5 were accepted. By visual inspection 
of  all low multiplicity events it was shown that at this 
stage all background from showering Bhabha events 
had been removed. 

To reject events from r+r  - production it was de- 
manded that in events with charged multiplicities <~6 
the charged particles in at least one hemisphere with 
respect to the sphericity axis had an invariant mass 
greater than the r mass when treating all particles as 
pions. Computer simulations showed that after these 
cuts the background from r+r - events left in the had- 
ronic data sample was negligible. 

After these cuts we were left with 2773 events. Of 
these 2281 had a net charge iQ[ ~< 2 and were used for 
the charge correlation study in rapidity space. Further 
cuts, to be discussed below, were applied when study- 
ing the product of  weighted charges. 

Field and Feynman [4] suggested using the momen- 
tum-weighted jet charge 

n jet 

qj et(3') = ~ eix~,  (1) 
i=1 

as a measure of  the charge of  the parton that initiated 
the jet. In eq. (1) the charge of  the ith particle e i in 
the jet is weighted with a power 3' of its fractional mo- 
mentum x i = Pi/Pbeam ; njet is the number of  particles 
in the jet. According to current ideas on fragmentation 
a fast particle has a larger probability to contain the 
primary parton as a constituent than a slow one. 
Therefore the weighted charge qjet(7) for positive ex- 
ponents 3' is expected to be more strongly correlated 
to the primary parton charge than the unweighted jet 

charge Qjet = qjet(O) • 
We consider the negative average product of  

weighted charges 

P(3') = - (ql (7)q2(3')), (2) 

of the two jets in an event where ( ) denotes the aver- 
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age over the event sample. In order to discriminate 
against trivial correlations arising from charge conser- 
vation alone we compare P(7)  with prand(3') obtained 
by assuming that the jet charge was randomly distrib- 
uted over all particles in a jet. prand(~,) is constructed 
from the randomized weighted jet charge 

rand _ ajet ~ t  x~.  (3) 
qjet (')') - n~et i=1 

If the fastest particles in a jet remember the charge of 
the primary quark better than the slower ones, P(7)  
should be greater than prand(3,) for positive exponents 
~,. It is convenient to take out the strong 3' dependence 
of  P(7)  and prand(~,) by the substitution 

~xt7 
qjet(7) ~ qjet(7) = Zx2-- ~ qjet(')') (4) 

i.e. by multiplying qjet and qjreatnd by a common ~/de- 
pendent factor. Note that qjet('r = 0) is equal to the 
unweighted jet charge while qjet(7 ~ no) is equal to the 
charge of the fastest particle in the jet. In analogy to 

I 
eq. (2) we define P ' (7)  and p'rand(7 ) using qjet instead 

of qjet" 
When calculating P'(')') and p'rand(3,) from our ex- 

perimental data we have used the sphericity axis as jet 
axis restricting ourselves to events with sphericity S 
~< 0.2 and with absolute jet charges [Qjet I < 1. Those 
conditions were full'died by 1045 events. The restric- 
tion on the jet charge increases the sensitivity of  the 
method since cases with large [Qjet I will exhibit only 
small differences between qjet and qjr~t d. In fig. 1 we 
have plotted P '  and p'rand as a function of 3', demand- 
ing that both jets of an event have at least one charged 
particle with fractional momentum larger than a cer- 
tain value x 0. (The data points are statistically not in- 
dependent, since in each plot the same data sample is 
used for every value of the exponent 3,.) It should be 
emphasized that the restrictions on the jet charge and 
on the fractional momentum do not artificially gener- 
ate long range charge correlations. 

F o r x  0 = 0.35 and 3' = 1 (fig. la) we find that P '  is 
larger than p'rand by 3.8 s.d., thus showing that the 
charge correlation between the fastest particles in op- 
posite jets is stronger than the average charge correla- 
tion between these jets, i.e. the fastest particles in the 
two jets know about their relative charge. When choos- 
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Fig. 1. Negative product of momentum-weighted jet charge 
P'(3") [eqs. (2), (4)] as a function of the exponent 3' for events 
having in each jet at least one particle with fractional momen- 
tum x > xo. The solid line shows the expectation for a charge 
distribution randomized in each jet. For this plot we used 
only events with jet charges IQjetl < 1. 

ing smaller x 0 values, e.g. x 0 = 0.2 (fig. lb)  or x 0 = 0 
(fig. lc), the effect is still present, although less signifi- 
cant. 

We now turn to a more detailed investigation of  
charge correlations in rapidity space. This will require 
the introduction of several quantities, leading finally 
to the definition of a charge compensation probability 
as a function of  rapidity by eq. (10). Rapidity is de- 
fined as usual to be 

y = ~ In [(E + pO/(E - Pll)l, 

where Pll is defined with respect to the sphericity axis 
of the event and E was evaluated attributing the pion 
mass to all charged particles. 

We introduce a quantity that describes the com- 
bined probability to have a charged particle produced 
at y '  in rapidity space and its charge compensated at 
y:  we call it charge flow ~ ( y , y ' ) ,  defined as 

n n 

¢b(y,y') Ay--~Y'(k~=l ~ eiSiyekSky') (5) 
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Here y and y '  specify intervals of size Ay, Ay' in rapid- 
ity space, e i the charge of the ith particle and n the 
charged particle multiplicity of the event. The func- 
tions ~iy, 8ky' are defined such that 5iy = 1 through- 
out Ay if particle i falls into it, and zero otherwise. 
Considering only unit charges, charge conservation im- 
plies the normalization 

f f  ~ ( y , y ' )  dydy' = (n), 

for events with total charge Q = 0. To show that q~ in- 
deed describes the mechanism of charge compensation 
we consider in eq. (5) the term - e  k ~ i ,  keiSiy. It rep- 
resents the probability distribution in y for the com- 
pensation of the charge e k by all other charges e i. Al- 
though allowing for negative local probabilities which 
correspond to anti-compensation, for events with total 
charge Q = 0 this distribution is clearly normalized to 1 
because Y.i4~kei = - e  k. In terms of two particle den- 
sity distributions 

(1/ O tot) doab / dy dy ' = pab (y, y ') , 

for particles of charge a and b, qb can be expressed as 

¢b(y,y')= p+-(y ,y ' )  + O-+(y,y  ') 
(6) 

- p++(y,y') _ p - - ( y , y ' ) .  

When normalizing ¢,(y, y ') to unity for y '  fixed, we 
obtain as charge compensation probability for a parti- 
cle produced at y ' :  

' ' ) / f ~ v  ' ' ' • ( y , y  ) = ~ ( y , y  ,y  )dy = ¢b(y,y )/p(y ), 

(7) 
where p(y  ') = (1/Otot)d~/dy'is the single particle 
density a ty  '. Note that ~(y,  y ') is a probability den- 
sity in only one variable y * 1. When averaging • over 
different charged multiplicities n the events enter with 
weights proportional to n. Thus q~ describes properties 
of the average particle rather than of the average event. 
To emphasize event properties over particle properties 
we prefer to equalize the multiplicity weights, consid- 
ering instead of ~ the corresponding "reduced" charge 

,1 Apart from a factor of 2, ~(y,y') is for Q = 0 identical to 
the so-called associated charge density balance Aq(y, y') 
as defined in ref. [5] ff p+(y) = #-(Y). Otherwise Aq(y, 
y'), when interpreted as charge compensation probability, 
contains a bias favouring local charge compensation. 

flow 

n i1 

¢b ' 1 , /1  S 3-~. \ 
r(Y,Y )=-Ay---~y '~nk=l  ~ k e i S i y e k S k y ' / '  (8) 

with normalization ffCbr(y,y ') = 1. In terms of re- 
duced two-particle densities 

n n 
~a~b \ 

1 ,/1 ~ ~ UiY kY7 (9) P b(Y' r ' )  -- k--1 

~r can be expressed in complete analogy to eq. (6). In 
analogy to eq. (7) also 

"~r(Y, y ') = Cbr(y, y ')/ f +r(y, y ') dy , (10) 

can be interpreted as the probability for the charge of 
a particle produced at y '  to be compensated at y if 
per event only one particle, chosen at random, serves 
as reference particle at y '. 

In fig. 2 we show ~r(Y,Y') for four lY'I intervals of 
the reference particle which are: (a) 0 < lY'I ~< 0.75, 
(b) 0.75 < lY'I ~< 1.5, (c) 1.5 ~< iy'l ~< 2.5, (d) 2.5 
< ly'l ~< 5.5. The distributions shown in fig. 2 are cor- 
rected for acceptance losses. The correction was per- 
formed locally in y,  y '  by multiplying the observed 
two-particle densities by weight factors obtained from 
a QCD Monte Carlo calculation [6], henceforth re- 
ferred to as MC(qcl + q?:lg), whose free parameters have 
been determined from our data [7]. The weight fac- 
tors are insensitive to the choice of fragmentation pa- 
rameters. 

In fig. 2 we also compare the measured values of ~r 
to those (open circles) which one would expect for 
the case that the charges were distributed randomly 
over all charged particles of an event. The correspond- 
ing random charge flow dP rand is obtained by averaging 
each event over all permutations of its charges: 

n n 

~rand . .',, 1 ( 1 ~ ~ ~i~Skv, ~ 
r ( Y ' Y ) = ~ - ~ - j  n-(-~--l)k=l i~k " " / "  

(lO) 

Comparing ~r to ~rand we conclude that a random 
charge distribution is completely ruled out by the 
data. While .~ and is a broad distribution over the full 
range of y, ~r shows a distinct peak a ty  values close 
to the y '  of the reference particle. This is evidence for 
the presence of short range charge correlations as also 
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Fig. 2. Charge compensat ion probabil i ty ~r(Y, Y') [eq. (10)] 
as a funct ion of rapidity y for a particle produced a t y ' .  The 
open circles show the expectat ion for a charge distr ibution 
randomized over the whole event, ~rand(y, y ') [eq. (11)]. 
The solid line shows the prediction of model MC(q~ + q~g), 
the dashed line the prediction of a neutral patton model 
Mf(gg). 

observed in hadron-hadron  collisions [5,8]. 
The observed strength of  short range correlations 

implies that the charge of  a particle is compensated 
predominantly within the same jet thus imposing a 
limitation on the jet charge. In fact, the average jet 
charge product as determined from • by the relation 

o/ 
(Q1Q2)=- f *O,,y')dydy', 

- - ~ 0  

(12) 

after corrections for acceptance losses, is found to be 
-1 .53  + 0.07 -+ 0.23 (first error statistical, second sys- 
tematic), whereas a random charge distribution within 
events (not jets) would yield for our experiment 
(Q1Q2)rand = - 3 . 2 3 , 2 .  The model MC(qEt + q~g) 
predicts a value o f -  1.35, which is in agreement with 
our experimental results. 

When movingout  to higher values of  ly'l in fig. 2 
the distribution qb r exhibits, besides the peak at y ~ y ' ,  
an increasing skewness, showing finally for y '  interval 
(d) (2.5 ~< ly'l ~< 5.5) a long tail i n y  opposite to the 
y '  of  the reference particle. This demonstrates the 
presence of  a long range correlation in addition to the 
short range correlation. 

The curves in fig. 2 (solid lines) show the prediction 
of the model MC (q~l + qqg) with the free parameters 
adapted to other experimental observables [7]. The 
model yields a good qualitative description of the data. 
The predicted long range correlation is somewhat weak. 
er than that found in the experiment. 

It  is suggestive to consider the observed long range 
correlation as a direct consequence of  the emission of 
charged primary partons in the e+e - annihilation. 
However, we have still to show that this correlation is 
not just the natural tail of  the short range correlation 
which would also appear in a jet picture with neutral 
initial partons. We therefore consider a Monte Carlo 
model for jet production by two neutral initial par- 
tons. In this model, in the following referred to as 
MC(gg), a neutral parton (gluon) is described as a fla- 
your neutral system composed of u, d, s quarks obey- 
ing F ie ld-Feynman fragmentation. For lY'I > 2.5 
the prediction of this model for D r, using as quark 
fragmentation parameters those determined in ref. 
[7], is shown as the dashed line in fig. 2d. The model 
predicts almost zero probability in the hemisphere op- 
posite to the reference particle, in clear contradict ion 
to the data. We have verified that the vanishing D r in 
the h ighy region as predicted by MC(gg) is not  due to 
a lack of particles at h ighy;  in fact the predicted spec- 
t rum is even harder than the observed one. 

,2 Note that in contrast to P'(3') shown in fig. 1, eq. (12) was 
evaluated without cuts on the jet charge. 
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When varying the quark fragmentation parameters 
in MC(gg) over the full range allowed by the Field- 
Feynman model we fred that fo ry '  < -2 .5  the proba- 
bility integrated avery > 1 is smaller than 0.3% for 
any Choice of fragmentation parameters, whereas the 
data show an integrated probability of (15.4 +- 2.6)%• 
We conclude that the observed long range correlation 
is due to the charge of the primary partons. 

The relative strength of short and long range corre- 
lations is described by the charge flow per particle 
pair or charge combination asymmetry: 

Ar(Y, Y') = ~r(. v, Y')/Pr(Y, Y') 
(13) 

+ p;-+) _ (p++ + p ; - - )  
= 

Co+- + p;+)  + + + p ; - )  

ArO,,y ') ,  ranging between +1 and - l ,  measures the 
strength of charge compensation which acts between 
the average pair of particles produced a ty  a n d / ,  re- 
spectively. Fig. 3 shows At(Y, y ' )  as a function o f y  
for the y '  intervals (a) to (d) as defined previously. Al- 
so shown (as dashed line) is A rand i.e. A r as expected ~ r  
for a charge distribution randomized over the whole 
event. Note that for constant charged multiplicity n, 

rand " "~ 1/ (n 1). A r O',Y ) - -  - 
Analyzing the behaviour o f A r O ' , y '  ) as shown in 

fig. 3 we arrive at the following conclusions: 
(i) The strength of local (short range) charge com- 

pensation between two particles increases strongly 
with increasing ly'l. The comparison to Arrand(y,y ') 
shows that this is not a trivial consequence of the de- 
crease of the particle density with increasing ly'l. 

(ii) Looking at charge compensation between parti- 
cles in opposite hemispheres we find f o r y '  intervals 
(a) and (b) a decrease ofAr asy moves away f romy '  
into the other hemisphere, whereas for y '  intervals (c) 
and (d) A r clearly rises again after having passed a 
minimum neary = 1. 

We have tested the significance of the increase of 
A r beyondy = 1 by combining the data in intervals 
(c) and (d) and testing the hypothesis that Ar(y , y '  ) is 
not rising in the y region between 1 and 5. A fit of a 
constant A r gives a X 2 of 12.7 for 3 degrees of free- 
dom, ruling out a flat or decreasingy dependence of 
A r in this region at a confidence level of 99.6%. The 
model MC(gg) discussed above predicts A r - 0 in this 
region. From the data one finds a completely negligi- 
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Fig. 3. Charge flow per particle pair Ar(Y, y ')  [eq. (13)] as a 
function ofy if one particle is produced at y'. The dashed 
lines show the expectation for a charge distribution random- 
ized over the whole event. 

ble probability for this assumption. 
The observation that the strength of charge com- 

pensation passes through a minimum and increases 
again with increasing distance in rapidity clearly dem- 
onstrates the presence of two different mechanisms 
in charge compensation: one producing short range 
correlations and another one producing long range car. 
relations. The short range correlations are expected 
from jet fragmentation and resonance decays. The 
long range correlations show that the fast particles 
in one jet know about the charge of the fast particles 
in the opposite jet. I f  the jets are produced from ini- 
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tial parton pairs our observation implies that  these 
partons are charged. 
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